Introduction
The economic corridor is a long route from Gwadar to Kashgar considered as central to Pak-China relations. The project was the expansion of the international airport and Gwadar deep sea Port.
Its target is to fabricate the Gwadar SEZ (Special Economic Zone) that extend over an area of 3,000 acres. The zone was constructed by China and has been functionalized by the end of the year 2017. The proposed infrastructure projects are being financed by heavily subsidized concessionary loans worth $11 billion. As part of infrastructure projects, a 1,100-kilometer-long motorway has constructed between the cities of Lahore and Karachi. The Karachi-Peshawar railway line has also been upgraded and extended in order to connect to China's Southern Xinjiang Railway in Kashgar.
Additionally, a network of pipelines to transport liquefied natural oil and gas plant laid for that $2.5 billion has been allocated for pipeline project ruin between Nawab Shah and Gwadar to transport gas from Iran. In future prospect, this project will accommodate industrial units for minerals mines, agriculture, livestock energy, food processing, and agriculture [1] .
In the globalized world, China Pakistan Economic Corridor is a journey towards economic regionalization. Itis a bilateral agreement signed between China and Pakistan but now Saudi Arabia as the third "strategic" partner has shown a warm interest toward devoting in multiple CPEC projects. In this regard three *Corresponding author: Maira Hilal, M.Phil. scholar in Asian studies, Taxila Institute of Asian Civilization, Quaid-i-Azam University, Islamabad Pakistan.
grant agreements with Pakistan to finance energy and road infrastructure projects are conventional to be assigned during the visit of Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman, scheduled in October 2018. The government of Saudi Arabia would invest $10 billion which may prove an incentive for the hasty completion of multiple projects under CPEC. The country is also seeing at putting money into the gold and RekoDiq copper mine, that like Gwadar (the site of a Chinese-industrial zone and operated port), which is adjacent to the Iranian border and a mere 70 kilometres from Iran's Indian-bolstered port of Chabahar. So, the Investment from worldwide energy like Saudi Aramco oil refinery in Gwadar would circulate other investments and boost port activity also [2] .
Despite describing what sort of ties is being initiated among the three parties, we are still unaware of how each party was benefiting and what role Gwadar specifically played to attract those benefits?
The main objective of this research is to elaborate Saudi Arabia's extended partnership with China as well as the existing relationship between Pakistan and Saudi Arabia to pursue the reasoning behind its participation in CPEC projects? The port will also facilitate the shifting of Central Asia's huge energy resources to world markets, earning Pakistan significant profits in infiltration fees [4] .
Gwadar: a golden sparrow

Challenges and opportunities for Pakistan
The world is liquidated from Uni-polarity towards multipolarity and Pakistan appears as a dominant player in this regard due to its economic resourcefulness and geo-strategic location.
CPEC is a game-changer for Pakistan. Pakistan needs $9 billion to run state affairs and it will beat its deadlock with the heavy investment coming from Saudi Arabia and China. Pakistan wants to attract financial and other investment support to tackle a rallying current account deficit caused partly by accelerating oil prices. would help Pakistan to recover on import bills and help to tackle the all above problems [8] . trillion is searching for longevity in energy imports as it faces multiple challenges on dissimilar economic fronts. Beijing has been progressively looking toward Russia for oil transport, but Saudi Arabia can furnish better standard crude oil at a competitive cost.
Liabilities and assets for China
Following Russia, Saudi Arabia is the second enormous oil exporter and producer (10,050,000 bbl. /d), hence straighten its economy with China by accomplishing Beijing's energy requirements [9] . Pakistan, may fascinate to invest in CPEC protecting their concern whether socio-political and economic. China, Pakistan, and the KSA have muscular socio-economic ties and the triangular interaction so the joint ventures between the three countries may have flashing possibilities for several business arrangements with multiple countries. Moreover, for prospects, it may also prove an inordinate panorama for each country to diversify it excel and economy through the trade of services and establish industries beyond the borders as well as increase collaboration in this endeavour.
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